This text presents a model that systemically relates professional development and evaluation in an appraisal of educational leadership personnel. Developmentally, appraisal is seen as a diagnostic, relatively non-judgmental system by which educational administrators gather data about their professional performance and growth. Evaluatively, appraisal is seen as a data gathering system by which the organization can make necessarily judgmental decisions about its educational leadership personnel. While both development and evaluation use teacher assessments of the administrator as a foundation, the two procedures are distinct and proceed independently. The development process, which remains confidential, begins with the administrator assessing the teacher data. The administrator initiates an external observation of himself or herself by two trained individuals. The observation is followed by a developmental conference designed to create a personal program for professional growth. The evaluation process involves an assessment of the teacher data by a supervisor who initiates evaluation. Two trained individuals observe the administrator's performance, leading to an evaluation conference which offers recommendations and recognition. Implementation of systemic appraisal involves five steps: (1) decide to implement the system; (2) develop a consensus definition of performance; (3) train system participants; (4) field test the system; (5) evaluate the field test results. (JK)
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Systemic Appraisal of Educational Leadership Personnel

In educational organizations the process of professional appraisal can be conceptually defined to include the generation of data for the development and evaluation of performance. Appraisal can produce diagnostic data for personal and professional development and evaluative data for the organization's evaluation of personnel. Operationally, the process of appraisal in educational organizations is often much less than this conceptual definition. Evaluations of professional performance, resulting in an annual conference between supervisor and educator, have been characterized by some as no more than ritual or "ceremonial congratulation". Professional development, without a definitive and on-going diagnostic data base, is often confined to brief "suggestions for improvement" by the supervisor and "one-shot," in-service meetings at the end of the work day to fatigued professionals concentrating more on the clock than the speaker. In many quarters, these processes have such tarnished reputations that many professionals doubt the possibility that they can ever be successfully implemented in educational organizations.

Rather than abandoning professional appraisal and segmenting the key processes of professional development and evaluation, there is a need to organize appraisal in ways that systemically relate data collection for development to data collection for evaluation. If we define development as a way of helping professional educators accomplish their organizational role expectations and evaluation as a way of determining the extent to which role expectations have been met – to which goals have been attained, then professional appraisal makes sense only when it is organized and operationalized to provide
for systemic integration of these two dimensions. In other words, appraisal helps relate organizational members to organizational processes and goals as a means toward enhanced organizational goal attainment.

Appraising Educational Leadership

As defined, the processes of appraisal can be viewed in terms of evaluation and development of professional performance. In a contemporary sense, these dimensions of appraisal in educational organizations are primarily operationalized in terms of the systematic observation and development of teaching performance. Ironically, while educational administrators are usually responsible for the appraisal of teaching, they rarely receive such feedback themselves. Administering an educational organization can be a challenging undertaking, yet little is being done to appraise and develop the professional performance of these educational leaders. In a recent national survey of secondary school principals, while most principals reported having formally organized evaluation programs for their teachers, few reported such programs in operation relevant to their own evaluation or development.²

When it does occur, the appraisal of educational leadership personnel usually focuses on the evaluation of their professional performance for the purpose of making personnel decisions relating to salary, tenure, promotions, and in rare cases, demotion or dismissal. With some exceptions,³ the use of appraisal processes to guide the professional development of educational administrators has been rare, viewed as a possible serendipitous residual of an occasional evaluation conference. While new appraisal patterns in the professional development and evaluation of teaching stimulate on-going inquiry and experimentation,⁴ there is clearly a need to consider such experimentation.
in expanding the operational meaning of appraisal for educational leadership personnel.

The purpose of this text is to present a model for the appraisal of educational leadership personnel which systemically relates professional development and evaluation. The model primarily features the use of systematic data collection and analysis as a means by which rational decisions can be made with respect to professional development and evaluation. While the model will be specified to school administrators for the purpose of giving specific examples in description, there is no intent to suggest its exclusive use with these professionals only. Certainly, educational leadership personnel in various organizations may wish to experiment with the model in improving their systems of professional appraisal. In presenting such a model, called here "systemic appraisal," the intent is to stimulate its field testing as an alternative pattern of using appraisal to accomplish improved professional development and evaluation.

Need for Systemic Appraisal

Tensions arising from an apparent incongruence between evaluation and professional development processes have often been unwanted and unintended outcomes of appraisal patterns in education. While both appraisal for evaluation and professional development have much in common with respect to desired outcomes, it is often difficult to accomplish both without threatening the security or autonomy of the professional. For instance, let's consider an annual evaluation conference between a superintendent of schools and a school principal. Both participants know that the purpose of the conference is to articulate or develop a general valuing of the principal's professional
performance on a good-bad continuum and to use that valuing in making a relevant personnel decision, e.g., salary changes, organizational assignments or tenure. The superintendent may attempt to play down this emphasis by suggesting that an important purpose of the conference is to provide feedback to the principal which might be helpful in self-development. Obviously, both purposes are important ones for the individuals involved and the organizations they administer. Yet just as obvious is the difficulty the superintendent has in developing a helping relationship with that principal given the inherent threatening nature of the evaluation. Even a "good" evaluation carries an implicit threat, as Carl Rogers has noted, 5

......In almost every phase of our lives - at home, at school, at work - we find ourselves under the reward and punishments of external judgments. "That's good"; "that's naughty." "That's worth an A"; "that's a failure." "That's good counseling"; "that's poor counseling." Such judgements are a part of our lives from infancy to old age. I believe they have a certain social usefulness to institutions and organizations such as schools and professions. Like everyone else I find myself all too often making such evaluations. But, in my experience, they do not make for personal growth and hence I do not believe that they are part of a helping relationship. Curiously enough a positive evaluation is as threatening in the long run as a negative one, since to inform someone that he is good implies that you also have the right to tell him he is bad.

As Rogers suggests, even though evaluations are necessary and "exhibit a certain social usefulness", the superintendent and principal in the example above may well experience anxiety or forms of role conflict, e.g., the inherent conflicts in being a helper and an evaluator simultaneously in the superintendent's case or being helped and evaluated in the case of the principal. Role expectations in a helping relationship seem to conflict with those of an evaluative relationship, sometimes producing feelings of uneasiness. Principals and teachers have often felt this same tension in conferences focusing on the evaluation of instruction. In order for evaluation and
development to become more compatible, it is necessary for them to be employed in ways to reduce the tensions associated with this apparent incongruence or role conflict.

In addition to the anxiety that often emerges from an inability to integrate professional development and evaluation processes, tensions often arise because the process is perceived as threatening to the norms and sentiments of professional autonomy in educational organizations. For instance, teacher feelings or sentiments against external interference in their classroom operations and administrators' beliefs and sentiments that support a high degree of autonomy in the operation of their institutions have often been sources of tension in supervisory relationships. Certainly there are many functional aspects with respect to autonomy feelings among teachers or administrators. Teacher autonomy norms allow teachers to make daily decisions that would be difficult to orchestrate from a central office; the same is probably true of decisions administrators make in their own organizations and the difficulty a central office would have in making or coordinating these decisions. Further, how long could administrators maintain the confidence of their teaching faculties, if each time a decision needed to be made, the administrators were seen running off to call the central office for advice? Given these sentiments about autonomy, it is not difficult to understand possible tensions administrators feel when their immediate supervisor offers "advice" in a supervisory conference.

These anxieties, associated with the organization of professional development and evaluation in educational organizations, often lead to resistance which makes both data collection and analysis difficult. This resistance takes many forms: cynicism, antagonism, defensiveness or apathy.
about professional development and evaluation. For instance, an educational leader's subordinates or colleagues may be reluctant to give information during appraisal which might "hurt" that leader's evaluation. This would often be so even though these same sources felt such information might be helpful for that leader's professional growth. Those giving information, even those responsible for giving feedback about professional performance of that leader, may also be inhibited by feelings that such input might be perceived as an intrusion with respect to norms about professional autonomy. Often data collection mechanisms or instruments avoid asking substantive questions as a way of avoiding conflict. In the end, the data are often compromised and neither professional development nor evaluation are successfully accomplished. To avoid these problems, there is a need to reorganize professional appraisal so that accurate data are available to support professional and organizational growth. In a word, that is what this text is all about.

Systemic Relationships

Appraisal can be viewed as a system relevant to the development and evaluation of professional performance. Indeed, the processes of appraisal in evaluation and appraisal in development can be viewed as two basic subsystems of an appraisal system, each systemically related to the other. For instance, in the human body, the cardio-respiratory system is composed of two major subsystems: the cardio-vascular system and the respiratory system. Each subsystem provides a different function. The cardio-vascular system, the heart and blood vessels, moves blood containing oxygen to various parts of the body and carries away carbon dioxide and other waste products. The respiratory system, the lungs and airways, conducts an exchange consisting
primarily of oxygen going into the bloodstream and carbon dioxide moving out of the bloodstream. They are both systemically related and functionally differentiated subsystems within a larger system to maintain life. In fact, they are systemically related and functionally differentiated subsystems with respect to virtually all subsystems or systems of the human body. At least in part, this analogy may be useful in describing systemic appraisal relationships.

Not to carry the analogy too far, but for illustration, educational organizations might consider the possibility of organizing appraisal for evaluation and development as functionally differentiated but systemically related subsystems of a larger system of professional appraisal which exists to promote individual and organizational growth. Systemic appraisal patterns would be related by a common concern for improving the performance of leadership personnel in the organization. The more congruent the definition of leadership performance held by each subsystem, the more systemically related would be those subsystems. For example, an appraisal system might be set up to focus on certain leadership behaviors relevant to particular organizational roles, these behaviors then would be the focus of professional development and evaluation. In essence, the systemically related appraisal system would provide diagnostic data to help professionals develop the same leadership behaviors that evaluation would address. Or to put it another way, it would also provide evaluative data on those behaviors that leaders were working to improve. Further, since the system of appraisal directly addresses goal-oriented leadership, this system and its subsystems could be viewed as vitally relevant to virtually all other organizational systems and subsystems.
As such, systemic appraisal in educational administration is not a new set of assessment instruments (instruments are probably already available) or a new set of supervisory skills (adequate supervision skills are frequently and effectively described in contemporary literature). Systemic appraisal is a way of organizing appraisal in the evaluation and development of educational leaders. Specifically, it features and emphasizes integrated appraisal of performance as a means for professional and organizational growth.

Systemic appraisal views the processes of evaluation and development as forms of rational thinking or decision making. In a developmental sense, appraisal is presented as a diagnostic, relatively nonjudgmental system by which educational administrators gather data about their professional performance so that they can make rational decisions about their own professional growth. In an evaluative sense, appraisal is presented as a data gathering system by which the organization can make rational and necessarily judgmental decisions about its educational leadership personnel.

A Comparison

As a means of further explaining the conceptual dimensions of systemic appraisal patterns, it might be helpful to compare and contrast its characteristics with more familiar, contemporary appraisal practice. Contemporary appraisal, here called "serendipitous" appraisal, typically emphasizes the evaluation process in the hopes that the professional's involvement in the process will result in serendipitous changes in performance. The relationship between evaluation and development is often an appraisal objective rather than an operational appraisal plan. Contemporary educational organizations run workshops, in-service training or cooperative relationships with colleges.
and universities. These development activities rarely are in direct response or relationship to the appraisal process. Resulting positive changes in professional performance are more often than not credited to serendipity rather than any interactive or systemic relationship between evaluation and development. Certainly there are innovative attempts at appraisal that may be more systematic, less serendipitous in attaining goals, but for purposes of comparison, contemporary routine is emphasized at the expense of the innovative exceptions to the rule.

Table 1 attempts to compare and contrast the characteristics of serendipitous and systemic appraisal relationships between evaluation and development. Serendipitous relationships are characterized by: a relatively loosely structured relationship between evaluation and development; a single data base for both processes (recall the evaluation conference and suggestions for improvement); the predominance of the evaluation process; infrequent and sporatic ordering of evaluation and development events; definition of professional performance that is often vague and coercively imposed; appraisal processes that are almost always initiated by the organization; and because evaluation and development are rarely definitive, organizational incentives and rewards are generally applied. Systemic appraisal relationships on the other hand feature: evaluation and development in a deliberately planned relationship; a clear and consensual definition of professional performance; each process uses its own data base; the individual or the organization can initiate the processes which are continuously implemented; individual ownership of developmental or diagnostic data; equal weighting of both processes; and since evaluation and development are definitive, incentives are particularistically applied (outstanding performance is verified and rewarded and incentives are applied to improve performance deficiencies).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Development and evaluation are related through serendipity rather than planning.</th>
<th>Development and evaluation are related through deliberate planning.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Vague and often coercively imposed.</td>
<td>Clear definition built on consensus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Development and evaluation use the same data base.</td>
<td>Development and evaluation use separate and mutually exclusive data bases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Base</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiative</td>
<td>Supervisor or organization initiates the processes.</td>
<td>Individual and organization can initiate the processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Ownership</td>
<td>The supervisor or organization owns the data.</td>
<td>The professional owns developmental data; the organization owns evaluative data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsystem Equality</td>
<td>Evaluation is the predominant process; development is second.</td>
<td>The processes of evaluation and development are of equal importance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuity</td>
<td>Evaluation and development are often sporadic and infrequent events.</td>
<td>Evaluation and development are frequently and continuously implemented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Organizational rewards and incentives are often generally applied and only indirectly related to the development process and performance.</td>
<td>Organizational incentives are particularly applied and directly related to the development process and performance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A Comparison of the Characteristics of Serendipitous and Systemic Appraisal Relationships.
Comparisons can only go so far in describing systems, it is now appropriate in our discussion to focus on the operational dimensions of systemic appraisal. Three major areas of description: 1) the developmental appraisal subsystem, 2) the evaluative appraisal subsystem, and 3) the point of systemic linkage are the foci of discussion. As an example of how this system of appraisal could be applied to a particular group of educational leaders, the author focuses on possible systemic appraisal for school administrators or principals. Again, this specific example by no means is meant to suggest that systemic appraisal is relevant exclusively to principals, but only that principals are one of many groups of educational leaders, ranging from teachers to university presidents, that might wish to implement this model in some way to improve themselves or their organizations.

Development

Figure 1 presents a diagram of the appraisal subsystem for professional development. In this presentation, it is specified to the appraisal of school principals. Principals initiate and conduct their own appraisal and development activities. Further, the principals own the data they generate and are primarily responsible for using the data for developing and implementing professional growth activities. Data from the developmental subsystem can never be used as part of the evaluation process.

The appraisal subsystem for development emphasizes the principals' complete ownership and control of the process as a means of reducing threat to professional security and autonomy. Since data collected for professional development can never be used in the evaluation process, participants in appraisal have little reason to distort or inflate assessments of performance.
Figure 1. Professional Development Subsystem for School Administrators.
The data is simply used by the principal to improve both strengths and weaknesses based on diagnosis. To give inaccurate data or for the principal to cause data inaccuracies would only open up the possibility of a somewhat traumatic evaluation subsystem experience.

1.1 Teacher Assessments

The professional development appraisal subsystem or cycle begins with a diagnostic scanning of the principal's performance based on subordinate or teacher ratings. The assessments would be conducted at regular intervals, quarterly, biannually or annually by the principals themselves or by a central data gathering source in the school district with the trust of all involved. For instance, principals could select a data collector in their schools to distribute and collect the assessment instruments. The data collector would be someone that teachers know will maintain their anonymity and that principals know will keep the assessments confidential. Once all instruments are completed, the data collector returns them to the principal unscored. The principal scores the instruments and builds the diagnostic profile. In this way, only the principal knows the findings and only the principal owns the data.

The data could also be collected by a central agency, e.g., principals' association, a leadership academy, a special central office unit, a regional services center like BOCES in New York. While this organizational pattern has some advantages such as a centralized data base and reduced paperwork for principals, the principals would have to be assured that the data on specific principals would never be shared with their superiors or the public at large. Whether teacher data is collected in a centralized fashion or by principals...
themselves, the point is that such data collection can be organized to provide accurate, helpful and confidential diagnostic profiles for professional development.

Yes, the gathering of teacher data may be initially threatening, perhaps even controversial. Many principals would argue that teachers are not an accurate source of information about administrative performance. Some would argue that the administration of organizational sanctions inevitably causes certain hostility that might negatively bias these data. In fact, it may well be that those principals that are just in the administration of sanctions, sooner or later will disappoint or anger everyone in their organization rather than a select group. While there is evidence to suggest that teacher assessments of the principals' performance do relate significantly to school climate and certain school outcomes, many principals and supervisors of principals may always doubt the legitimacy of these assessments. For this reason, the teacher data is considered tentative. Anything suggested by teacher assessments of their principal is always subordinate to direct observations of the principal's performance by selected observers with administrative or leadership expertise.

1.2 Self-Assessment of Teacher Data

The diagnostic profile produced by teacher ratings of the principal's performance would include comparison of various dimensions of performance or comparison of individual performance with the average performance of all principals in the district. After completing a personal profile, each principal could send an anonymous copy of his or her profile scores to each principal in the district. Identities would be hidden, yet averages could be determined. If a central agency were collecting the data, the agency could
easily compute these averages and supply them as part of the entire profile package. From these comparisons, principals can make tentative decisions about areas of strength or weakness upon which they wish to focus appraisal and development activities. For instance, a principal noting weak ratings on instructional leadership skills as compared to other performance areas and average ratings of principals in the district, might wish to set up observation and subsequent development in this area.

1.3 Self-Initiated External Observation

In a recent study of the principalship, principals tended to interact informally with other principals they thought had specific expertise about the principalship as well as demonstrated ability to maintain the confidentiality of the interaction. This set of findings may be relevant to the means by which a principal initiates external observation. Two issues appear to become important in such a step: "Who shall do the observation?" or "What are the necessary characteristics of the observers?" and "What observation tools will be employed by the observers?" While possible instruments for the entire systemic appraisal system will be discussed later in this text, it may be helpful to focus on the essential characteristics of observers as a way of describing the principals' responsibilities in initiating external observation. Toward this general purpose, let's consider some theoretical propositions:

P1: As an external observer's understanding of the contextual idiosyncrasy of a leader's system increases, so does the leader's confidence in the accuracy of the observer's appraisals of the leader's performance.

P2: The more an external observer's status characteristics (expertise) render him/her more capable of appraising the performance of the leader than the leader him/herself; the more confidence the leader is likely to have in the accuracy of the observer's appraisals.
In other words, in order for outside opinions about the principal's performance to have an impact on that principal's self perceptions and future behavior, the observers must be viewed by that principal as understanding his/her particular work context or role and be seen as being better qualified to appraise that principal's performance than the principal himself/herself. For example, a principal who as a result of teacher assessments and personal perceptions feels the need to appraise his/her pupil personnel skills might try to organize a three-person observation team composed of the following types of individuals: (1) another principal in the system with a thorough understanding of what it is like to be a principal in that district and a reputation of exemplary performance with respect to pupil personnel services, (2) a university professor familiar with that particular type of work context and expert in pupil personnel services, and (3) the principal being observed.

P₃: There is an inverse relationship between the number of prior expectations held by the external observer for the leader's performance and the amount of confidence the leader has in the accuracy of the observer's appraisals of the leader's performance.

The principal must select observers, as P₃ notes, that have relatively few expectations (positive or negative) for the principal's behavior. To select a person who knows and in the past has either positively or negatively evaluated that principal's performance, may present the principal with doubts about the objectivity and accuracy of the observers' appraisals. While it may be impossible to always recruit total strangers, the principal's avoidance of those individuals who have a reputation for an inability to control prejudgements about performance is probably a wise strategy.

P₄: As the leader's trust in the observer's ability to keep his/her appraisals of the leader's performance confidential increases, so does the leader's willingness to accept the observer as part of the appraisal process.
The characteristic of confidentiality in the relationship between principal and observer is crucial to maintaining the nonthreatening dimensions of this part of the appraisal system. As noted earlier, principals routinely interact with peers they trust to maintain confidentiality. In organizing the observations, the principal should emphasize the need for confidentiality.

Further, in organizing the external observation process, the principal should necessarily advise observers about times, places, areas of concern to which they can give intense consideration. This could probably be accomplished over the phone or in an initial meeting of the observation team. If necessary, training in the use of the observation instruments can be arranged. Recall, throughout this process, the principal is the initiator and organizer of the external observations.

1.4 External Observation

The actual observation of the principal's performance or the products of performance constitute the next step in the developmental appraisal subsystem. The observers should observe independently of each other; observers and observations can be spread over a week, or a month. The important aspect of these observations is the need to access multiple sources of data, e.g., interviews with various groups, documents, student achievement and attendance records. In gaining access to this information, the observers might consider the following propositions:

P5: As the leader's (and significant other's) trust in the observers' ability to keep his/her appraisals of the leader's performance confidential increases, so does the observers' access to information essential to accurate appraisal of the leader's performance.
P6: As the observers' access to information increases, so does the quantity and quality of the data available in the appraisal of the leader's performance.

As noted previously, the ability of an observer to maintain confidentiality and the subsequent trust of the principal may be a crucial observer characteristic, crucial not only to initial selection but also for access to data. Not only is it important that this be true of the observer - principal relationship, but it must be true with respect to the relationship between observers and members of the principal's organization. Nothing will increase the intensity of social defense mechanisms among teachers and others in the school more than the presence of a stranger asking questions. If observers are to be effective, the principal must prepare his/her organizational members for the visitors, testify to the observers' trustworthiness, inform organization members of the visits, and assure organizational members that their cooperation is needed and appreciated.

1.5 Developmental Conference

Once observations are completed and the observers have summarized the data and their thoughts, a developmental conference should be scheduled. Each observer must be present and the meeting should be held in a place that provides for a lack of interruption. The purposes of the conference are to give feedback and make recommendations for personal and professional development of the principal based on this feedback. The interaction might best be explained in terms of the following propositions:

P7: As the quality and quantity of the data used in the appraisal of the leader's performance increases, so does the leader's confidence in the observers' appraisals of the leader's performance.
The more the observers' appraisals of the leader tend to focus on status characteristics (expertise) which favorably differentiate the observers from the leader, the more confidence the leader is likely to have in the accuracy of the observers' appraisals of the leader's performances.

The conference involves the principal and two external observers both of whom are perceived by the principal as having more expertise than the principal him/herself with respect to the targeted areas of observation. The principal has the responsibility of determining the nature of the data and data sources the observers used to complete their appraisals, and to keep the observers comments focused on those topics about which the observers can give expert advise and feedback. If these conditions are met, the following predictions or propositions might be helpful in understanding the subsequent interaction:

P9: In the conference, if both observers make a similar or congruent appraisal of the leader's performance, the leader will tend to agree with that appraisal and respond appropriately in terms of personal and professional development.

P10: In the conference, if the observers make different appraisals of the leader's performance, the leader will tend to distribute agreement between the observers and value these appraisals less than appraisals that have unanimous agreement (particularly in planning for personal and professional development).

Triad social interaction and the tendency toward coalition development is well known in the social sciences; interaction patterns in the developmental conference would probably be similar. Given two observers or interactors that the principal believes are better able to appraise his performance than the principal him/herself, on those occasions in which both observers agree on a particular appraisal, the principal is likely to agree also. Even in the face of disagreement between the observers, the principal's agreement with either would produce appraisal decision. Clearly, in terms of the latter, the disagreement of "experts" may well diminish the value and impact of that
appraisal for development programming. These tendencies produce definitive decisions as well as decisions about needs that allow for the development of priorities.

In the developmental conference, the principal should take the leadership role, asking each observer to share assessments of performance, item by item. Once each observer has shared his/her perception, the principal would share his personal assessment and compare and contrast it to those of the observers. The process of developing generalizations about needs should be inductive in nature. Attempts at generalization should be reserved until all specific appraisals have been discussed. Discussion should be noncritical, allowing participants to express their opinions openly and without threat of rebuttal. Critical analysis of the data should take place at the end of the meeting. At this time, a general diagnostic profile serves as the central product of the meeting and the basis for personal and professional development.

1.6 Developmental Program

The principal would apply diagnostic data generated by the external observers to the creation of a development plan. The plan might best be articulated in terms of performance objectives. These objectives would state conditions or learning alternatives, expected outcomes and criteria for successful completion. The school district might consider the development of an access capability to identify various relevant learning alternatives. This catalog or resource center might include a listing of alternatives, critiques by previous users, and programmed learning systems. Ideally, if a central data bank was available, cumulative data from diagnostic profiles could be used to evaluate resources listed or held in the center.
Over a specific time period, the principal would implement this development plan by taking courses, reading, counseling with others or whatever activities the plan specifies. The broken line in figure 1 moving from 1.2 to 1.6 notes the possibility that teacher assessment data might be available during the duration of the development plan. If this is the case, the principal might simply use these data as a partial feedback mechanism and modify or continue the plan accordingly. The principal always has the option of moving to external observation (1.2 to 1.3) or developmental programming after teacher assessment (1.2 to 1.6).

Evaluation

Since there is almost always an inherent threat involved in evaluation, the propositions ($P_1$-$P_{10}$) relevant to development might not initially appear applicable to the evaluation process. Certainly, during evaluation, the evaluator would be subject to a degree of defensiveness and data access would be limited to a greater extent than it would be as part of the development process. Often, the evaluator would hold prior expectations for a principal's behavior.

Keeping these considerations in mind, it would probably be a mistake to abandon the propositions just because they may be harder to apply in evaluation. Those doing evaluation appraisal must possess the same kinds of characteristics noted in the propositions presented above, i.e., contextual knowledge, specific expertise, a reduced number of prior expectations and the trust of those being observed. Those doing evaluations must work to establish this credibility among those being evaluated. With systemic appraisal, organizations that place people with questionable credibility in evaluator positions can no longer afford such luxury. Hopefully, systemic appraisal will provide an organizational
mechanism to hinder the "Peter Principle" circumstance that sometimes allows the least able to move to evaluation or supervisory positions.

With systemic appraisal patterns, development concentrates on those same dimensions of professional performance that evaluation addresses. Since the principal's immediate superior or supervisor knows that appraisal for development is being employed in the development subsystem, evaluation is the central issue. The supervisor makes "no bones about it," the supervisor evaluates performance and distributes rewards and incentives accordingly. There is no need to experience the development - evaluation role conflict.

If the principal chooses to use the evaluation as a cross-check of the development appraisal results he/she owns, fine, but the purpose of the evaluation subsystem remains solely in the realm of producing data by which the organization can make personnel decisions. While this may seem rather harsh and final, participants would soon note the absence of development-evaluation tension. Further, the system would also be systemically related to a grievance subsystem to resolve possible disputes between supervisor and principal through due process.

Figure 2 presents a diagram of the evaluation subsystem. It mirrors the development subsystem configuration and uses the same teacher assessment data employed in the development subsystem. In essence, 1.1 in the development cycle is in part 2.1 in the evaluation cycle. This is the point of systemic linkage between the two subsystems which will be discussed later.

2.1 Teacher Assessments

Instead of receiving specific teacher assessment data on each principal or a copy of each principal's diagnostic profile, the principals' immediate supervisor receives a district-wide profile based on principal "averages."
Figure 2. Professional Evaluation Subsystem for School Administrators.
The diagnostic profile would tell the supervisor about teachers' perceptions of the "average" principal in the district. To compute such a profile, principals would have to anonymously send the supervisor the numerical information used in computing scores for the individual profiles (an averaging of averages would not be sufficient). Ideally, this district-wide diagnostic profile would include various measures of central tendency and comparisons with assessments done at other times. If a central data bank existed in the system, the paperwork for the supervisor could be decreased. The purpose of this diagnostic profile is to graphically depict district-wide trends that need to be addressed and emphasized in evaluation.

2.2 Supervisor Assesses Teacher Data

Suppose the immediate supervisor notes on the district-wide profile that teachers in the district are relatively dissatisfied with supervisory relationships with respect to school discipline. This variable has the lowest average teacher rating as compared to other variables in the profile. Further, this variable rating appears to be declining over the past five years. On the other hand, instructional leadership skills received relatively positive ratings and these same kinds of ratings have been apparent over the past five years. Based on such information, the immediate supervisor might develop an evaluation strategy to determine whether or not these results could be verified. These areas of interest might be ripe for supervisor use of organizational rewards for excellent performance and incentives to improve questionable performance.

2.3 Supervisor Initiates Evaluations

Once the supervisor develops an evaluation strategy, the supervisor should arrange observations of the principals. These observations would employ
the same external observation instruments used in the developmental cycle. The most preferable type of external observation instrumentation would probably focus on products or formal physical evidence of performance. Since the people in the organization may instinctively attempt to defend their principal in the face of a superior's evaluation, data based on testimony may not be as valuable as data based on products. It is this author's experience that teachers will tend to defend a principal against any outside evaluation - even if they personally dislike that principal or feel that the principal needs help. This tendency appears to be almost instinctive in nature, simply a cultural reaction to outsiders. Although, the principal should let teachers and others know of the supervisor's visit in advance and ask their cooperation in the evaluation process, one cannot assume such cooperation would necessarily be forthcoming.

2.4 Observation of Performance

Because of the resistance predicted above and in propositions 4 and 5, let's take a closer look at product evaluation emphasis. For instance, examination of a principal's documented plan for teacher supervision, the principal's written evaluations of teacher performance, the documentation of inservice efforts planned for teachers may be better measures of the principal's supervisory skills than teacher or principal testimony. Such instrumentation is available and will be discussed later.

The evaluation process would involve the principal being observed, the principal's immediate supervisor and a third party whose selection and presence would be agreeable to both the principal and the supervisor. This third party would necessarily possess relevant status characteristics, but could not be someone involved in the principal's development appraisal activities. If the supervisor wished to emphasize instructional skills,
people with a high degree of expertise in this area might be nominated as possible third-party observers. While this writer can easily think of a rationale for and against the use of a third-party, for field-test purposes, it might be worth experimenting with this form rather than the more traditional one on one, supervisor-principal interaction. The advantage of the third-party presence might be the reduction of problems inherent in an appraisal based on insider perceptions only.

Since the emphasis is on products, it might be helpful for the supervisor to advise each principal in advance of the products needed. This would not necessarily result in principals scrambling around at the last minute to develop products. Recall, these same products are part of the consensual definition of performance that the entire appraisal system addresses. It is quite likely that these products have been part of the principals' development programs in the past and are in place.

### 2.5 Evaluation Conference

While the introduction of this work seemed to malign evaluation conferences and much of the description to follow will seem similar to those in serendipitous patterns, there is a difference. This conference is based on data about specific performance, performance which is continually in the process of development. The conference is not a lone act of supervision, but part of a system which relates development to evaluation. In effect, principals are evaluated on those things they have been working to improve. Reduced to a degree is the role conflict of traditional evaluation conferences.

The supervisor should ask the principal to complete a self evaluation on the same product evaluation instrument employed in observation. While the
principal cannot share the developmental appraisal data he/she owns, this self-evaluation might be an indirect representation of such a data base. The interaction between supervisor and principal should focus on a comparison of the principal's self-evaluation with the supervisor's and the third-party's evaluations, item by item. This process is inductive and generalizations about performance or improved performance should be reserved until all the data is on the table. These generalizations are made solely by the supervisor based on an evaluation profile completed as a result of the conference. Recommendations about subsequent rewards and/or incentives for performance would be made later in the absence of the third party.

2.6 Recommendations and Recognition

One of the main features of systemic appraisal is its ability to distribute organizational rewards and incentives particularistically. In some school districts, regardless of evaluation results, everyone receives the same privileges, pay increase and recognition. With systemic appraisal, the supervisor now has a data base by which excellent performance can be rewarded and less effective performance can be identified. What rewards? These are limited only by the organization's resources and its leaders' creativity, e.g., special operating autonomy, funds for innovative programs, recognition or promotion. Necessarily, when all else has failed, the supervisor may need to make a personnel decision to dismiss an individual. However, in doing so, the supervisor and the individual knew in advance what was expected, specified development activities were continuously provided and time to correct problems was made available. As the last arrow in figure 2 shows, the cycle begins again with new teacher assessments (2.1).
Systemic Linkage

As noted above, the development and evaluation subsystems are systemically related through teacher assessment of the principals' performance. The linkage is more than this operational procedure. Required for such linkage is (1) a consensual definition of effective performance for principals and (2) instrumentation to operationally measure that definition. The two are necessarily interrelated.

Developing Consensus About Performance

As a precondition to systemic appraisal, system participants must develop consensus about a definition of effective practice. The definition necessarily would focus on performance descriptors that could be operationalized in terms of subordinate or teacher perceptions and products of performance. The definition should focus on those things principals do in operating an effective school. Operational definitions like, "Works with teachers to identify student needs" are preferable to statements like "Shows enthusiasm for the job." With the former, teacher ratings and a documented needs assessment relevant to students could be employed to substantiate this performance. In the latter, teacher rating might be relevant, but it might be difficult to find a product for "enthusiasm."

There are probably several ways to develop consensus, the delphi technique, the nominal group process and other organizational development processes would seem to be applicable to the task. Everyone involved in appraisal, principals and their immediate supervisors, should be involved in the selection or development of the consensual definition of effective practice. There are three ways to proceed. First, the participants could develop consensus on a general definition of performance such as the one presented in figure 3. Note the relative simplicity and generality of this sample definition. From this
Principals in this district must effectively and frequently perform the following as a means of operating an effective school:

1. Principals must provide leadership with respect to curriculum and instruction in their schools.

2. Principals must administer the staff personnel program in their schools.

3. Principals must administer the pupil personnel program in their schools.

4. Principals must implement system-wide policies and procedures in their schools.

5. Principals must administer the fiscal management of their schools.

Figure 3. Sample Consensus Definition
general definition, a committee of participants and/or consultants would then need to develop more specific, behavior descriptors of what a principal would do to accomplish those things noted in the consensual definition. So that these could be rated and scored in the development of diagnostic profiles, these behavioral descriptors would be linked with scoring scales, i.e., rating each performance on a 1 - 5 continuum, the higher the score, the better the performance. Because of the number of developmental tasks, this is probably the most complex and difficult means to an operational definition of effective performance.

The second possibility, would simply be to tentatively adopt both a conceptual and operational definition that has been previously developed. These definitions might be already in place in the organization or school district adopting systemic appraisal. There may be an instrument already being used to assess the performance of school principals. If it employs behavioral descriptors and has a sound theoretical base, why not use it or adapt it.

Often such definition and instrumentation is not available, particularly for school administrators. If this is the case, the participants should consider the possibility of tentatively adopting or adapting a definition and set of instruments that have already been developed elsewhere. As an example of such instrumentation, the Principal Performance Description Survey (PPDS) provides such a possibility. These instruments measure the principal's performance in terms of teacher perceptions and external observer ratings of the products of performance. The items in the instruments are conceptually based on an extensive review of the literature, time-motion studies of practicing principals and verification by hundreds of practicing professionals.
These behaviors or items are known to be related significantly to teacher and student perceptions of school climate and to student achievement and attendance. While these instruments may not be totally congruent with the nature of practice in the principalship from one district to another, this author would argue that there is more in common between these measures and differential practice in the principalship than there is different. Further, these instruments would provide at least a starting point for field-testing and adaption to a specific district. Items might need to be modified, some eliminated, some added, but at least the instrumentation is in hand and consensus can be built through practical trial and error rather than extended theoretical and philosophical discussions that often lead nowhere.

One other issue needs to be noted relative to consensus building. While consensus should be based on the input of all system participants, there probably needs to be an external cross-check on the consensus building process. Without such a cross-check or devil's advocate role in the process, those involved may overlook new ideas in favor of the status quo. An external consultant or an organizational member whose job it would be to play the devil's advocate could provide input to avoid "watered-down" or inadequate definition of effective performance.

Instrumentation

In place, the consensual definition of effective performance would provide a focus for the development and evaluation subsystems. Principals could employ appraisal and development activities to the same performance definition that evaluation would address. To do this, two operational definitions would be needed to provide measures for the consensual definition of performance. With principals, an instrument to measure teacher perceptions of their
principal's performance and an external observation tool to assess the products of principals' performance would need to be developed or identified.

As noted above, the Principals' Performance Description Survey, particularly the teacher form and the external observer for, are examples of possible operational definitions. These instruments assess a principal's performance through teacher perceptions of the principal and external observer ratings of the products of the principal's performance. This battery of instruments addresses several functional areas of responsibility, i.e., curriculum and instruction, staff personnel, pupil personnel, system-wide policies and procedures, and fiscal management (fiscal management is on the external observer form only). Also, as a way of showing how a consensus definition could be specified operationally, these PPDS measures could be possible examples of the operational measures of the definition noted in figure 3.

Items on the teacher form of the PPDS ask the respondents to rate both the "effectiveness" and "frequency" with which the principal performs certain tasks in the school. Each item is scored on a 1 - 5 continuum. The higher the score, the more effective or more frequent the performance is rated by respondents. Since high effectiveness and frequency ratings are known to be related to meaningful school outcome measures, the higher the scores, the better the performance rating. All item scores under each functional area, e.g., curriculum and instruction, are totaled to produce a general measure for that area. Figure 4 presents a sample part of the teacher form of PPDS, specifically from the section on curriculum and instruction responsibilities.

Recall, the teacher form would be used to present a diagnostic profile to each principal to initiate the development cycle. The profile would graphically compare teacher ratings of different functional areas of responsibility with
PERFORMANCE STATEMENT SHEET

RATING SCALE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency With Which Principal Performs Task</th>
<th>Effectiveness With Which Principal Performs Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEVER</td>
<td>VERY OFTEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

1. Evaluates the instructional climate by observing in the classroom.
2. Works with teachers in formulating grading practices and procedures.
3. Encourages teachers to consider individual differences when evaluating student performance and progress.
4. Discusses changes in the educational program with teachers.
5. Encourages teachers to work together in planning and modifying the curriculum.
6. Informs teachers of general teaching practices and skills for which they are responsible.
7. Encourages teachers to try new and innovative teaching methods in helping the consistently failing student.
8. Discusses problems of consistently failing students with teachers.
9. Discusses classroom goals and procedures with teachers.
10. Works with teachers in understanding and using results of the school testing program.
11. Plans a variety of instructional programs to meet individual learner needs.
12. Works with curriculum committees to establish educational goals of the school.
13. Works with faculty committees to review curriculum content and organization.
15. Works with teachers in evaluating the classroom instructional climate.

Figure 4. Sample part of the PPDS teacher form.
one another or with average scores for all principals in the school district. Figure 5 presents an example of such a diagnostic profile. As part of the evaluation cycle, average teacher ratings for the entire school district on the various functional areas could be compared to one another or average teacher ratings from the most recent assessment can be compared to assessments done at other times. Figure 6 presents an example of a district-wide profile which the principal's immediate supervisor can use in planning an evaluation strategy. These profiles would serve as the systemic linkage between development and evaluation subsystems. In essence, principals will be working on the very same thing that their immediate supervisor will be observing during evaluation.

The external observer form of the PPDS focuses on observed evidence or products of a principal's performance. Each performance descriptor or item on this form must be substantiated in terms of a scale ranging from "informal" to "product (formal)" evidence of performance. Again, items measure a principal's performance in terms of the same five functional areas of responsibility that are addressed in the teacher form of the PPDS. A sample item and response scale that an external observer or evaluator might employ during appraisal is presented below:

1. Keeps information about new research and methods in education on-hand for personal and staff use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Informal</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product Description

---
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the school district.

A specific principal's rating by his/her teachers.

Figure 5. Sample diagnostic profile based teacher ratings.
Figure 6. Sample evaluative profile based on teacher ratings.
Let's assume a principal is being interviewed by one of the external observers he/she has selected for the development cycle or the principal's immediate supervisor during the evaluation cycle (each using this external observer instrument). Once rapport is established and a general explanation of the procedure and how it is to be administered has taken place, the interview and observations may begin. While there are specific interview or observation questions on the form, the observer is not restricted to only questions on the form in trying to determine the meaning of the principal's response.

Scoring of each item or question involves the following procedure. If the respondent identifies another individual in the school who has responsibility for a given performance (e.g. secretary, an assistant, a department chairman, etc.), this person is to be noted in the space provided under "source." These persons are to be interviewed later. If the respondent understands the question but states that it is not applicable to principal's job description in that district, the observer checks the space under NA and proceeds to the next question or item.

Recall that in the process of producing a product score, the scale varies from 1 - INFORMAL to 4 - PRODUCT. If the respondent agreed that he performs a particular behavior, but could not provide the external observer with direct observable evidence, but claims it is done informally, he/she is given a score of 1 for the INFORMAL category. If he/she had on hand materials relevant to a particular performance, but had done nothing with them, e.g., personality profiles for students that had never been used in assessing student needs, the observer scores a 2 for INPUT. If, in the observer's judgment the respondent was in the process of carrying out a particular performance beyond
the input stage, e.g., asking teachers to critique personality profiles before use in policy making he/she is given a score of 3 for PROCESS. The highest score of 4 for PRODUCT is given for only directly observable evidence relevant to a specific criterion or procedure beyond the process stage.

Under the product scale is an open-ended section entitled "Product Description." The observer is to use this section to note any and all informal or subjective information derived from the interview. For instance, if the respondent produces a list of advisory committee members and minutes of their last meeting, these products would be noted in this section as well as any informal comments that might be used in making qualification judgments. If, when asked about identification of qualified minority group candidates for teaching positions, the respondent reports that this is a "word of mouth" or informal process, a description of this informal process would go under Product Description. In this way the observer is able to get both verification of formal procedures in practice and specific information relative to informal processes. Figure 7 presents a sample part of an external observer form of the PPDS, specifically from the section on staff personnel responsibilities.

This particular or external observer instrument would be completed by the principal him/herself prior to the observers' visits or at least prior to the developmental conference and the observers selected by the principal to participate in the developmental cycle. This instrument would be completed by the principal him/herself and evaluators during the evaluation cycle. While the PPDS does feature a self-rating instrument that can be used with both the teacher and external observer forms, this author's suggestion would be that in systemic appraisal the external observer instrument would provide the best vehicle for interaction and comparison during development or evaluation conferences. This would allow the teacher data to be kept separate from the observation process.
### Staff Personnel

8. Matches employee qualifications and job descriptions in selecting new employees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Informal</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product Description

9. Maintains written job descriptions for employees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Informal</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product Description

10. Informs teachers of guidelines to be followed in reporting student disciplinary problems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Informal</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product Description

11. Evaluates staff participation in formulating school policies and procedures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Informal</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product Description

12. Maintains written policies concerning school rules and regulations for students and teachers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>NA</th>
<th>Informal</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product Description

---

**Figure 7.** Sample part of the PPDS external observer form.
Figure 8 presents a sample profile that might be the result of external observation in either the development or evaluation subsystem.

The Entire System

The entire systemic appraisal system is presented in figure 9 as it applies to school principals. This graphic presentation illustrates the systemic relationship between the two functionally differentiated appraisal subsystems of development and evaluation. As noted above, teacher assessments of the principal (1.1 in development; 2.1 in evaluation) serve as the systemic point of linkage between the two subsystems. Recall, the system applies to principals in this example, but it could be applied to other leadership roles.

Teaching Faculty

If we can view classroom teachers as instructional leaders of students, the systemic appraisal system could be employed as a professional support system for teachers at the school building level. Certainly, with many available measures of teaching effectiveness, a consensus definition of performance is possible. A systemic appraisal system for teachers is presented in figure 10. In this application, the department chairperson or the building principal would be the evaluator, student assessments of teaching are the systemic linkage point.

Deans of Colleges

Moving to a higher education context, the system might be applied to the academic leadership of a college or university. For instance, figure 11 presents such an application for college deans in a large university. If a consensus definition of affective performance could be identified and measured, professional faculty assessments would probably serve as the point
Principal's Self Evaluation

Figure 8. External observer profile from evaluation or development subsystems.
Figure 9. Systemic appraisal for school principals.
Figure 10. Systemic appraisal for teachers.
Figure 11. Systemic appraisal for college deans.
of systemic linkage. The university officer such as the provost might serve in the evaluation role.

Division Heads in Government or Industry

The system might be applicable to leadership in government or industry; division heads might be examples. Suppose a large corporation employed a number of division heads to provide leadership with respect to various specialized corporate functions. Systemic appraisal might be employed using division employee ratings as the systemic link between development and evaluation. While functions of each division head might require specialized expertise, a consensus definition of generic leadership behaviors applicable across the board probably could be developed. The division heads' direct superior, perhaps a corporate vice president would serve in the role of evaluator. Figure 12 presents this adaptation.

Executives

The systemic appraisal approach is most easily applied to leadership positions in an organization that has several role incumbents. When there exists only one individual in a leadership role, subordinate assessment data would always identify the subject of assessment. No longer would the evaluator receive averages of subordinate ratings, but specific ratings for a single individual. This probably would increase the potential threat of such data as well as increase doubts and objections about the reliability and validity of the data. Executives like university president, school superintendents, or corporation presidents may confront such a problem in adapting systemic appraisal to their positions.

Does this mean that systemic appraisal is applicable to every leadership
Figure 12. Systemic appraisal for division heads in government or industry.
position but the highest in authority? Are only subordinate leaders accountable for their performance? Are there leadership positions so elite that they defy appraisal and professional growth possibilities? Perhaps, The Pope or the President of the United States might be such examples (although both are accountable for their behavior). This writer recognizes the existence of such exceptions, but rejects, for the most part the notion that systemic appraisal is not applicable to executives. Most are subordinate to some governing body, few are absolute or "god-like" authorities and most need to address professional growth as a way to meet the challenges of their positions.

Adaption of the systemic appraisal approach to executives might include use of subordinate assessments as part of the evaluators data base with those executives who are not threatened by such information and procedures. Here, special care would be taken to maintain the confidentiality of the data base. In the case of an executive who reports to a governing board, a subcommittee might handle evaluation. Where subordinate ratings could not be used in the evaluation subsystem, the systemic link would be the consensus definition of performance rather than consensus definition and subordinate ratings. In this case, the executive would still receive a diagnostic profile of subordinate ratings from the development subsystems, but no subordinate data would be available to the evaluator(s). External observation or product data would be the central source of data for evaluation.

Another approach to systemic appraisal for executives might be the development of executive consortiums in which the state or nation (rather than the organization) is the unit analysis. While this is probably a controversial suggestion, superintendents of schools and/or college presidents within a state would constitute a consortium for professional growth. In order to successfully develop such a structure, a statewide consensus
about the definition of executive performance would be a challenging undertaking. Using the state as the unit of analysis and the goal of improving executive leadership within the state as its central purpose, systemic appraisal could be implemented with a state-wide data base. Each executive would receive and own a private diagnostic profile of subordinate ratings comparing and contrasting individual performance with state-wide averages. Evaluators, perhaps a team composed of local and state officials, would receive a profile of regional or state-wide subordinate ratings to help develop an evaluation strategy. External observation in development and evaluation would not only provide data on individual executives, but another on-going data source about executive leadership in the state.

Implementation

The history of innovation in education, particularly the implementation of innovation in educational organizations, has been characterized by less than successful efforts in many circumstances. Certainly, the literature about possible pitfalls as well as strategies abound. It is not the purpose of this work to discuss implementation strategies at length with respect to systemic appraisal applications in educational organizations. This author would recommend works like those by Havelock or Bennis, Banne and Chin to the reader to address this problem. Instead, this author will simply sketch out the basic functions or outcomes that might be essential in a successful implementation effort. These functions are presented in a flow chart in figure 13.

A successful implementation effort would need to accomplish at least five basic functions or outcomes: (1.0) a decision by system participants
Figure 13. Flow chart of the general functions associated with implementation of systemic appraisal.
to develop the appraisal approach in their organization; (2.0) a consensus
definition of performance; (3.0) the training of system participants with
respect to the knowledge and skills necessary to run the system; (4.0) an
actual field test of the system; and (5.0) an evaluation of the field test
results as a means to system improvement. These functions will be described
in more detail in the following paragraphs.

(1.0) Decide to Implement the System

If one were to consider the implementation of this system in a particular
organization, a study of both the informal and formal organization would be
necessary to identify opinion leaders and organizational needs (1.1). When
implementation processes exclude influential organizational members or fail
to address the expressed needs of possible system participants, success would
be doubtful. Once the opinion leaders are known, a committee or committees
could be developed to consider the appraisal system as an alternative (1.2),
particularly in terms of identified needs (1.3) and the consequences of
systemic appraisal in addressing those needs (1.4). Given sufficient time
to examine systemic appraisal as an alternative, the committee would ascertain
the level of interest among possible participants and organizational leader-
ship (1.5) as a means of making a decision about whether (1.6) or not (1.7)
to try to implement. The broken line or feedback loop suggests that regardless of the decision, continued examination of needs and structure is needed.
Unless the alternative has the wide-spread support of organizational
leadership and membership, a decision to implement would be unwise. Figure
14 presents a flow chart of these functions.
Figure 14. "Decide to Implement" flow chart.
(2.0) Develop a Consensus Definition

Figure 15 presents a flow chart of possible functions necessary in consensus building with respect to performance definition. As noted previously, nominal group processes or the delphi seem appropriate to this task. Using the committee or committees of organizational opinion leaders, consensus about a conceptual (2.1) and operational definition (2.2) of performance needs to be accomplished. Operational definition would necessarily include specification of data sources (2.21), identification or construction of appropriate instrumentation (2.22) and the organization of an operational information system to manage effective storage and flow of data (2.23). No definition should be "set in concrete", always considered tentative based on field testing and evaluation (2.3). As the broken line or feedback loop notes, evaluation leads to new consensus.

(3.0) Train System Participants

Every system, in order to survive, must be understood by its participants and taught to new participants. A training program would need to be set up, perhaps in the form of a manual or in-service education (3.1). This training program would explain the procedures of data gathering (3.11); identify a pool of external observers and necessary observer characteristics (3.12); and identify resources that can be employed in responding to diagnosed needs (3.13). The training of participants in analysis of data, building profiles and generalizing about needs would constitute another component of training (3.2). A component that would evaluate the effectiveness of these training procedures (3.3) could be employed as a way of improving the program (see feedback loop). Figure 16 describes the flow chart for these functions.
Figure 15. "Develop Consensus" flow chart.
Figure 16. "Train System Participants" flow chart.
(4.0) Field-Test Systemic Appraisal

As figure 17 demonstrates, it would be necessary to field-test the entire systemic appraisal system by gathering subordinate data as a point of systemic linkage (4.1); producing developmental or diagnostic profiles (4.2) and evaluation profiles (4.3); and running the participants through both cycles (4.3 and 4.4). During implementation in some organizations, it might be advisable to phase in the cycles one at a time. While this author leans toward the development cycle as phase one of such a plan, arguments could be drawn either way as to whether evaluation or development would be first. The important thing to remember is that sooner or later both subsystems must be tested together for a true field test of the system.

(5.0) Evaluate the Field Test

Every systems approach features an evaluation component and this one is not an exception to that rule. Figure 18 presents a flow chart of functions associated with the evaluation of field test results. In order to accomplish system evaluation, this author would like to suggest the development of a "tissue committee" to replace implementation committees and monitor system operations. In hospital organizations, tissue committees examine organs removed in surgery as a way of monitoring surgical operations. This cross-check mechanism would question surgeons who extract healthy organs and suggest modification in the decision making process regarding decisions about initiating surgery. Such committees made up of members representing various points of view could monitor the systemic appraisal process. A tissue committee for development might examine developmental programs and their effectiveness, selection patterns relevant to external observers and
4.0 Field-Test Systemic Appraisal

4.1 Gather Subordinate Data

4.2 Develop Evaluation Profiles

4.3 Conduct Development Cycle

4.4 Conduct Evaluation Cycle

Figure 17. "Field Test Systemic Appraisal" flow chart.
Figure 18. "Evaluate the Field Test" flow chart.
new resources for development. The evaluation tissue committee would examine evaluation profiles from subordinate ratings, external observations, and patterns appropriating organizational sanctions. These committees would necessarily operate in ways that protect the privacy of individual system participants. These committees would be responsible for aggregating the necessary data (5.1); analyzing the subsystems and the system as a whole (5.2, 5.21 and 5.22). Perhaps, meeting together annually or biannually in congress, these committees would make recommendations for the modification and improvement of the system (5.3). As the feedback loop notes, this process is repeated continually.

Conclusion

In beginning this project, the writer started with the straightforward notion that professional evaluation and development are functionally differentiated subsystems that have the potential for systemic integration, i.e., professionals should work to improve in themselves that which the organization evaluates or organizations should help professionals develop those behaviors which the organization expects them to perform effectively. Appraisal was seen as the central vehicle by which professional leadership personnel can be developed and evaluated. The author's efforts were spurred by some encouraging past experiences linking the appraisal and development of school leadership personnel and an invitation from the Mershon Center, The Ohio State University to study assessment and appraisal of leadership personnel in preparation for certain efforts related to the center's on-going interest in leadership. After writing this paper, it became apparent that the notion, however simple in premise, would be a challenging one to operationalize in educational organizations.
The presentation of systemic appraisal was necessarily a sketch rather than a complete operational plan. There are two reasons for this type of presentation. First, the idea has little field test data to recommend its effectiveness. Second, it is the feeling of this writer that such a system is best operationalized with the characteristics of a specific organizational setting in mind. Each organization can adapt and adopt this system in ways that make it viable given a particular situation. There is no way this model could be operationalized in this paper to meet the specific idiosyncrasies of particular educational organizations. Instead, an operational outline was presented along with a challenge to field test, evaluate and modify it in specific organizations. The operational details are probably best developed by system participants to meet organizational requirements.

Not only is this paper an outline of an idea and a challenge to experiment in various and differential organizational settings, but also a challenge to creatively adapt and modify system components and constructs. For instance, even though this paper emphasized subordinate ratings as part of the systemic link between development and evaluation subsystems, why not consider expanding the data base to include other reference groups like community members, organizational clients, or peers? Why should the system only focus on a leader's role expectations? Could the system provide for general, personal and professional enrichment? Of course, the possibilities are numerous and limited only by imagination.
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